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Printable graded booklist
Each story has individual notes and suggested activities for Group and Independent Reading, Speaking, listening and drama and Writing, with each
section showing the relevant objectives covered. Toads in the Road: Dad picks up loads of toads. More First Sentences B. Six engaging stories at
Level 5 provide focused practice of phonics at Letters and Sounds Phase 5. In The Big Cod, Tim and his dad go fishing. Wild Rapids Shark Drive
More First Sentences C. Body Invaders. It's Kipper's 5th birthday and all his friends have come round in fancy dress to help him celebrate! See all
6 - All listings for this product. Kjartan Poskitt. Patterned Stories and More Patterned Stories A practise vocabulary in the context of a Oxford
Reading Tree: Level 7: More Stories B: the Riddle Stone Part One: Part 1 sentence structure to help develop confidence and fluency. Levelled
phonics books from the fabulous Julia Donaldson, author of The Gruffalo. Kick It! Hunting Paperback Books. Best Selling in Nonfiction See all.
Noisy Day, The. There are 6 books at Level 3: Book 13 practises 'ai ee igh' Book 14 practises 'oa oo oo' Book 15 practises 'ar or ur' Book 16
practises 'ow oi ear' Book 17 practises 'air er er' Book 18 practises 'ue ue ure' Each sound is explored through an Oxford Reading Tree scene,
first the children should say the sound and trace the letters in the panel, before looking at the key word and picture and saying the sound, there is a
list of decodable words for them to read and then they can try to find all words they can that include the focus sound within the picture, some are
labelled some are not! Sharing books and independent reading If your child is reading simply for enjoyment, comprehension, or practice, just
browse the library or use any of the other filters. At the Party explores sounds you might hear at a party. Jack: Jack runs at Floppy. How did
Floppy get his name? The Level 7 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories, written by Roderick Hunt and illustrated by Alex Brychta, provide a rich story
context to help develop language comprehension and decoding skills. The Class Pack includes six of each of the Level 4 titles. Read this story to
learn about what it might be like to watch a football match. Oxford Reading Tree Fireflies 8. In Pen Fun, Jez has a present for all his friends.
Superhero Bunny League Saves the World! Chairs in the Air: Chip and Wilf see a dog at the fair. The Runaway Pea Kjartan Poskitt. Stories,
More Stories A and More Stories B involve familiar situations and a variety of fantasy settings through the magic key adventures. Oxford Reading
Tree Fireflies 9. Kipper and friends go to school on a snowy day and have lots of fun acting out Goldilocks and the Three Bears. No catches, no
fine print just unconditional book loving for your children with their favourites saved to their own digital bookshelf. See details for additional
description. A Bark in the Night: Oxford Reading Tree: Level 7: More Stories B: the Riddle Stone Part One: Part 1 and Kipper go to a farm. No
Tricks, Gran! Chase, The. Gingerbread Micro-Man, The. Save on Nonfiction Trending price is based on prices over last 90 days. The Sandwich
That Jack Made. Copies at EP! Is it one of Gran's tricks? In this story Kipper doesn't feel well, so Mum takes him to see the doctor. Agent Blue
and the Super-smelly Goo. Skip to main content. Snowball Attack First Sentences provide practice of high frequency vocabulary with highly
repetitive text to continue to build fluency. Can It Really Rain Frogs? There are 6 books at Level 2: Book 7 practises 'j v w' Book 8 practises 'x y
z' Book 9 practises 'zz qu ch' Book 10 practises 'sh th ng' Book 11 practises 'j dge wh' Book 12 practises 'cks tch nk' Oxford Reading Tree:
Level 7: More Stories B: the Riddle Stone Part One: Part 1 sound is explored through an Oxford Reading Tree scene, first the children should say
the sound and trace the letters in the panel, before looking at the key word and picture and saying the sound, there is a list of decodable words for
them to read and then they can try to find all words they can that include the focus sound within the picture, some are labelled some are not! Skip
to main content. Molly Meacher, Class 2 Teacher. The Level 7 Biff, Chip and Kipper Stories, written by Roderick Hunt and illustrated by Alex
Brychta, provide a rich story context to help develop language comprehension and decoding skills. In The Red Man and the Green Man, the red
man and the green man take a break from the traffic lights. The Tower of Glass 8. Sun and Rain: What is it like in India? Journey to the Centre of
the Earth. Quick book search. The House that Jack Built. Each Mixed Pack includes one of each of the Level 4 titles. Packaging should be the
same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an
unprinted box or plastic bag. Can you see the insects?
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